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who wE arE?

frequency

ethnicity

age

timegender

mood

visitors

Cloud analyzing 
platform

We act like offline google analytics. We 
grab data from our devices and start de-
livering insights for your business imme-
diately. 
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our proposal

our smart Devices allow us to deliver 95%-100% people traf-
fic accuracy. this is the first essential metric for every business 
improvement. Drive up efficiency, earn more! 
  

our wireless solution helps you understand visitors behavior 
patterns even better.
how long visitors prefer to stay at  the particular place? how 
often do they return? what’s the most efficient way for visitors in-
teracting, engaging and creating unique customers experience. 

step 1: people Counting analy tiCs

step 2: Wireless analy tiCs solution

step 3: faCial reCognition teChnology

You’ll see your customer portrait: ethnicity, age, gender and mood. 
Countbox provides full demography analysis, based on face rec-
ognition. Multiply your marketing roi with better targeting! 
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how DoEs it work? 
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e3e1 e2

zonE b

zonE a

floor plan mapping. we define in cooperation with you key 
relevant zones for visitors tracking.

zonE C zonE D

zonE E

 step 1: people Counting analy tiCs

e4
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seCurity  issues and oCCupanCy
we know exactly how many people are at each exhibition 
zone in the real time. You can easily manage people flow 
using this kind of information.

CountBoX 
smartdeviCe 

2d

CountBoX 
smartdeviCe 

3d

Cloud
analyzing 
platform

staff  optimization
we help you to use fewer employees at slow zones / hours 
and engage more employees at active/hours zones. it 
makes way easier to provide excellent service.

zones and gates BenChmarking 
we know exactly how many people have visited each zone. 
this information is important to manage your own efficien-
cy. as far as you have zones with extremely low people traf-
fic, those tenants may feel disappointed themselves and 
won’t stay with you next times. we help you to avoid such 
type of situations. 

detailed dynamiCs
we show your exhibition activity hour by hour, day by day. 
we even allow you to compare the same exhibitions /events 
held in the different years.

 step 1: people Counting analy tiCs
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day traffic

distribution over the entry 
points

traffic by week

 step 1: people Counting analy tiCs
reports
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 step 2: Wireless analy tiCs solution
first option: we deploy zone wireless analytics.
second option: we deploy booth-by-booth analytics based on 
ble to to deliver even more insights. 

zonE solution

booth-bY-booth solution
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Wireless
 analytiCs 

deviCe

Cloud
analyzing 
platform

loyalt y
we visualize a proportion, which tells you how often visi-
tors prefer to return to the same zones, booth or events.  we 
point out best zones and events within the whole exhibition. 
this Data is a perfect base for leasing particular spaces for 
an excellent price.

engagement 
we show the exact and average time spent by visitors at 
different zones and events. this is a brilliant opportunity to 
benchmark all zones and events even within few previous 
years

dWell time By zones 
this type of report mixes together Data from wireless and 
video analytics. important to know how long visitors stay in-
side one or all zones.

 step 2: Wireless analy tiCs solution
zone solution
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eXtra revenue stream
Generate extra revenue stream by providing detailed statis-
tics to your tenants!

iBeaCon 

deviCe

Cloud
analyzing 
platform

heat map
this is a visual metric showing the most hot and cold plac-
es from the point of visitors behavior patterns.

loyalty / engagement / dWell 
this tool allows  to evaluate exhibition campaign effec-
tiveness and compare it to previous exhibits or with other 
tenants.

tenants synergies map
we point out each of your tenants who have the similar 
audience, so they help each other to generate people 
traffic. this metric helps to optimize tenants layout to maxi-
mize foot traffic performance

 step 2: Wireless analy tiCs solution
Booth-By-Booth solution
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monthly loyalty overview monthly engagement  overview

loyalty dwell
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 step 2: Wireless analy tiCs solution
reports
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step 3: faCial reCognition teChnology
Countbox technology allows you to collect demographic Data, 
such as: ethnicity, gender, age, mood without visitors privacy 
violation 

DEMoGr aphiC sEnsor
we deploy our Demographic sensors near the entrances.

e4
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demographiC 
sensor

Cloud
analyzing 
platform

real visitor portrait
Detailed demographic Data open a lot of business insights. 

eXtra revenue stream 
Extra revenue stream can be generated by providing de-
mographic sensors installations per booth base. this allows 
your tenants to compare demographic and visitors data to 
their booth with visitors flow in the venue.

advertisement 
eXtra revenue stream 
we give you a great tool for efficient negotiations with your 
advertisers. we assume, the more your visitors fit to your 
advertiser portfolio, the higher price should be. Countbox 
advanced tools will make your negotiations process even 
more efficien.

step 3: faCial reCognition teChnology
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gender analysis (7 days period) ethnicity analysis

mood analysisage analysis (one day evening trends)

sun    mon    tues    Wed    thurs    fri    sat
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step 3: faCial reCognition teChnology
reports
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Countbox bEnEfits
eXhiBition tenants visitors

eXtra revenue 
stream

detailed dynamiCs

seCurity staff 
optimization

loyalty

loyalty engagement

visitors portrait BenChmarking

 targeted and useful 
advertisement 

Customer eXperienCe

CatChing tenants miX 
and Convenient 

loCations
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roaD Map

Deploy people counting analytics 
pilot for one entrance 

*Optional: implementing facial 
recognition case study 

Deploy wireless analytics 
zone solutions

Deploy people counting analytics 
for all zones and entrances

Deploy wireless booth-by-booth  
solutions
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thanks 
sales@countbox.us


